
 

Week 3 

We launch into Week 3 this week and I have organised some lovely sunny day for you! Take 
advantage of it all. Get outside, keep moving and feel great. 

Dress for Comfort : You don’t need to make any big clothing investments in these early weeks of 
running. Comfort is key. In these warmer days you will probably be warm enough in one tshirt layer. 
If you do feel you need extra make sure your outer layers are light and can easily be tied around 
your waist as you warm up. There is nothing more annoying as a runner to be roasting and having to 
carry a coat! Save your energy for the run rather than make your body work harder to keep you cool. 
Ideally don’t hold anything at all. If you do want to make a little investment, get a very light and 
small running /belt to hold your keys and phone so you don’t need to carry anything. Everywhere 
from the running shops to Penneys has them.   

Homework : Once again this week I am asking you to aim for 3 sessions spread out across the week. 

Warmup walk for 5 minutes at the start and cooldown 5 minutes walk at the end 

Warmup. Then 28 mins made up for (6 minute run,  1 minute walk) *4. Cooldown 

Warmup. Then 30 mins made up for (7 minute run, 3 minute walk) * 3. Cooldown 

Warmup. Then 30 mins made up for (8 minute run, 2 minute walk) * 3 . Cooldown 

Tip of the week : On these warmer days there may be a tendency to feel you should be drinking 
water or bringing water with you en route. Honestly, unless you are training somewhere particularly 
balmy, you shouldn’t really need to carry water when out for 30 minutes. Hydrate on the days when 
you are not running rather than try and down water before a run. It takes time for the water to 
absorb into the system, so better prepare in advance than spend your run feeling water sloshing up 
and down in your stomach! Plan ahead and hydrate in advance. You will be less inclined to be 
looking for the loo too! Certainly have a good drink of water when you finish. 

Enjoy the week everyone. By the end of this week we will be halfway though the programme and 
next week we launch into double digits in our running minutes. So get the groundwork in now.   

 


